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1. Introduction. Let M be a compact simply connected manifold of nonzero

Euler characteristic that carries a homogeneous almost complex structure. We

determine the largest connected group A0(M) of almost analytic automorphisms

of M.

Our hypotheses represent M as a coset space G/K where G is a maximal compact

subgroup of the Lie group A0(M) and Ais a closed connected subgroup of maximal

rank in G. In §2 we collect some information, decomposing M=MX x ■ ■ ■ x Mt as

a product of "irreducible" factors along the decomposition of G as a product of

simple groups; then every invariant almost complex structure or riemannian

metric decomposes and every invariant riemannian metric is hermitian relative to

any invariant almost complex structure; furthermore the decomposition is in-

dependent of G in a certain sense. In §3 we choose an invariant riemannian metric

and determine the largest connected groups Af0(M¡) of almost hermitian isometries

of the M¡, Then A0(M) is determined in §4. There it is shown that A0(M) = A0(M1)

x ■ ■ ■ xA0(Mt), that A0(Mi)=H0(M¡) if the almost complex structure on M¡ is not

integrable, and that AQ(Mi) = H0(Mi)c if the almost complex structure on M{ is

induced by a complex structure. A0(M) thus is a centerless semisimple Lie group

whose simple normal analytic subgroups are just the A0(M¡).

2. Decomposition. Let M be an effective coset space of a compact connected

Lie group G by a connected subgroup A of maximal rank. In other words M=G/K

is compact, simply connected and of nonzero Euler characteristic; G is a compact

centerless semisimple Lie group, rank AJ=rank G, and K contains no simple

factor of G. Then

(2.1a)    G = G-iX-xGt,       A=ftx-xft   and   M = M^-xMt

where

(2.1b) ft is simple,       ft = K n G¡   and   M, = G,/ft.

G¡ is a compact connected centerless simple Lie group, ft is a connected subgroup

of maximal rank, and M^Gj/Aj is a simply connected effective coset space of

nonzero Euler characteristic. The decomposition of M is unique up to order of

the factors because it is determined by the decomposition of G.
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We call (2.1) the canonical decomposition of the coset space M=G/K. The

factors Mi = Gi/Ki are the irreducible factors of M=G/K. If there is just one

irreducible factor, i.e. if G is simple, then we say that M = G/K is irreducible.

2.2. Proposition. Let M be an effective coset space G/K where G is a compact

connected Lie group and K is a connected subgroup of maximal rank. Let M=Mx

x • • • x Mt be the canonical decomposition into irreducible factors Mi = Gi/Ki.

1. The G-invariant almost complex structures J on M are just the Jxx • • • xjt

where J¡ is a G-invariant almost complex structure on Mt.

2. The G-invariant riemannian metrics ds2 on M are just the ds2x ■ ■ ■ xdsf

where dsf is a Grinvariant riemannian metric on M¡ ; there each (M¡, ds2) is an

irreducible riemannian manifold, so

(M, ds2) = (Mx, dsf) x • • • x (M(, ds2)

is the de Rham decomposition.

3. Let J be a G-invariant almost complex structure on M. If ds2 is a G-invariant

riemannian metric, then it is the real part of a G-invariant almost hermitian (for J)

metric « on M, and h = hxX ■ ■ ■ xht where «¡ is a Grinvariant almost hermitian

(for J¡) metric on M¡ and dsf is the real part ofh¡.

Proof. The Lie algebras decompose uniquely as direct sums © = $ + 30t and

©,=«,+2»,, Ä = 2£i and 501 = 2^, with [t, 50t]c2Jc and [Ät, SKJcSWf. Let Z

be the center of K, so 5Î is the centralizer of Z in ©. Then Z=ZX x ■ ■ ■ xZt where

Z¡ is the center of Kt and A¡ is the centralizer of Z¡ in ©¡.

■n denotes the representation of K on 90<c and irt is the representation of K¡ on 9JÍ¡.

Then tt=ttx ®---©irt. Let X=Xx u- • -u Xt be the set of nontrivial characters

on Z such that

(2.3a) lc = 2lx   and    Wlf = T 9ÏÏ,
X x,

where Z acts on 50lz by the character x- Each 5Dlx is ad (A')-stable, so K acts on ^ftx

by a representation nx, and

(2.3b) ^c = 2^   and  »f-2«i-
x x¡

The point [7, Theorem 8.13.3] is that

(2.3c) the ttx are irreducible and mutually inequivalent.

We transform the complex decomposition (2.3) to a real decomposition. Let

X= S u T, S = Sx u • • • u St and T=TX U • • • U Tt where S, consists of the nonreal

characters in Xt and T¡ consists of the real ones. By real partition of X we mean a

disjoint X=S' u 5" u /where S" = S'. If y e S¡ then jje^; thus the real partition
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induces real partitions ft = ft' u ft" u ft. If |S| =2« then X has 2n real partitions.

Now choose a real partition X=S' u S" u A and define

X e 5": A acts on 2K« = 50t n (m, + ffllj)    by tt\

X e A:  A: acts on SOI« = 9JÍ n 9ft by it*.

Then (2.3abc) becomes

(2.4a) m = 2 9K"+2 ̂    and   ^ = 2 aR?+2 ̂ '
s- r s\ t,

(2.4b)        » = 2^+2*? and ̂  = 2<+2<
S' T s'¡ T¡

(2.4c) the 7rf are real-irreducible and mutually inequivalent.

Let A be the commuting algebra of n on 50Î. By (2.4c), A = 2s- C+2r *> f°r "f

has commuting algebra Cif x e S", A if x £ A. Invariant almost complex structures

are in obvious correspondence with elements of square —7 of the commuting

algebra, which now are seen to exist if and only if A is empty, and (1) follows.

Similarly, the decomposition of ds2 in (2), and the existence and decomposition of

A in (3), are immediate.

It remains only to show the (Mu ds?) irreducible as riemannian manifolds in (2).

That fact is known [3, §5.1], but in our present context we can give a short proof

for the convenience of the reader. If (M¡, ds?) reduces, then it is a riemannian

product M'xM" because it is complete and simply connected, so we have an

ad (ft)-stable decomposition 9ft=9JT © 9JÍ" with the properties

[Soft W] c £„       W'c = 2 9ft,       W'c = 2 m»       Xi= X' Kj X".
X' X"

Here X' and X" are disjoint and self conjugate. If x e X' and x" 6 X" with

[50ft, 2Rr]^0, then xV'=l so x' = x"e^" which is absurd. Thus [W, 9Jl"]=0,

and it follows that the simple Lie algebra ©¡ is direct sum of ideals

©' = {Ai n [W, W]} + W   and   ©" = {iïj n [W, W}} + W".

That being absurd, irreducibility is proved.    Q.E.D.

2.5. Remark. In the notation of the proof of Proposition 2.2, M has a G-

invariant almost complex structure if and only if X=S, and then those structures

J correspond to the real partitions X=S' u S" by: 2s- aft* and 2S» W.x are the

V—1 and —\/—l eigenspaces of A on 9Jlc.

3. Almost hermitian isometries. Let M be a manifold with an almost hermitian

metric «. Then « = í¿í2 + (— l)1,2cu where the riemannian metric ds2 is the real part

of « and to(u,v) = ds2(u,Jv) is the imaginary part; that determines the almost

complex structure J. By almost hermitian isometry of (M, «) we mean a diffeo-

morphism that preserves «, i.e. that is a riemannian isometry of (M, ds2) which

preserves J.
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Let I(M) denote the (Lie) group of all isometries of (M, ds2), H(M) the closed

subgroup consisting of those isometries that preserve /. Then H(M) is the (Lie)

group of all almost hermitian isometries of (M, «). In particular its identity com-

ponent H0(M) is an analytic subgroup of the identity component /0(M) of I(M).

If (M, h) = (Mx, «1) x • ■ ■ x (M¡, «j) hermitian product, then the de Rham decom-

position says that I0(M) preserves each noneuclidean factor, so those factors are

stable under H0(M).

Let M=G/K as in Proposition 2.2. Let « be a G-invariant almost hermitian

metric on M. The canonical decomposition induces (M, h) = (M1; hx) x ■ ■ ■ x (Mt, ht)

hermitian product where each (Mu dsf), dsf = Re «¡, is an irreducible noneuclidean

riemannian manifold. Thus H0(M) = H0(Mx)x ■ ■ ■ x H0(Mt), and H(M) is generated

by its subgroup H(M/) x • • • x H(Mt) and permutations of mutually isometric

(Mu h¡); so its determination is more or less reduced to the case where M=G/K

is irreducible. There the result is

3.1. Proposition. Let M be an effective coset space G/K where G is a compact

connected simple Lie group and K is a connected subgroup of maximal rank. Let «

be a G-invariant almost hermitian metric on M, so M=H0(M)/B where G'=H0(M)

and B n G = K. If G / H0(M), then (M, h) is an irreducible hermitian symmetric

space of compact type listed below.

Case K H0(M) B (M,h)

U(2) SO{l) SO(5) x 50(2)
5-dimensional

complex quadric

Sp(r)IZ2 Sp(r-l)i/(I) SU(2r)IZ2r U(2r-l)
complex projective

(2r—l)-space

SO(2r+\) U(r) SO(2r + 2)¡Z2 U(r+l)IZ2
unitary structures

on R2r + 2

Spin(l)IZ2 UO) 50(8)/Z2 SO(6)-SO(2)
6-dimensional

complex quadric

Remark 1. In the exceptional cases above, K is not Ä-irreducible on the tangent

space, so M has another G-invariant almost hermitian metric for which G = H0(M).

Remark 2. The proof is easily reduced to the case where B is the centralizer of a

toral subgroup of H0(M), and then the result can be extracted from [2, Table 5]

and the Bott-Borel-Weil Theorem. But here it is convenient to reduce the proof to

some classifications of Oniscik [4].

Proof. As M has nonzero Euler characteristic, B has maximal rank in H0(M),

so H0(M)/B=G/K is one of the following entries in Oniscik's list [4, Table 7].

(i) ^2n_1/^2n_2.r=Cn/Cn_1./(our Case 2),

(ii) B3/B2T=G2/Ax-T (our Case 1),

(iii) B3/D3 = G2/A2 (B3 does not preserve / here),
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(iv) Dn + 1/An-T= BJAn_! ■ A (our Case 3),

(v) DJD3 ■ T= B3/A2 ■ A (our Case 3')-

The assertions follow with the observation that H0(M)/B is an irreducible hermitian

symmetric coset space of compact type in each of the admissible cases.   Q.E.D.

4. Almost analytic automorphisms. Let M be a manifold with almost complex

structure J. By almost analytic automorphism of M, we mean a diffeomorphism of

M which preserves /. The set of all such diffeomorphisms forms a group A(M).

If M is compact, then [1] in the compact-open topology, A(M) is a Lie trans-

formation group of M. We denote its identity component by A0(M). If, further,

we have an almost hermitian metric on M, then H(M) is a compact subgroup of

A(M). That will be our main tool in studying A(M).

4.1. Theorem. Let M=G/K be a simply connected effective coset space of nonzero

Euler characteristic where G is a compact connected Lie group. Let J be a G-invariant

almost complex structure on M. Let M=M1 x ■ ■ ■ x Mt be the canonical decom-

position into irreducible coset spaces, and decompose J=Jxx ■ ■ ■ xjt where A¡ is a

Gi-invariant almost complex structure on M¡. Then

1. A0(M) = A0(M1)x---xA0(Mt).

2. M has a G-invariant riemannian metric ds2 = ds2 x ■ ■■ xds? for which H0(M)

is a maximal compact subgroup of A0(M).

3. If Ji is integrable then A0(Mí) = H0(Mí)c. If A¡ is not integrable then A0(M) =

Ho(M).

Proof. For the second statement, enlarge G to a maximal compact subgroup H

of A0(M) and choose an A7-invariant riemannian metric ds2 on M. Then ds2

= ds2 x • • • x ds? as required, by Proposition 2.2, and H=H0(M) by construction.

We simplify notation for the proofs of the first and third statement by enlarging

G to H0(M) and writing A for A0(M). That does not change the canonical decom-

position of M, for the latter is the de Rham decomposition for ds2 according to

Proposition 2.2. Now G/K=M=A/B where G^A is a maximal compact subgroup

and A>Gn B.

We check that A is a centerless semisimple Lie group. If A is a closed normal

analytic subgroup of A with G n A discrete, then GL<=A is effective on

(GL)/(KL) = M, so A = {1}.

Let A be the radical of A : now A is semisimple. Let £ be the orthocomplement

of © in a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra of % : now A has finite center,

so the centerless group G contains the center of A, so A is centerless.

Let A", Ifía^r, be the simple normal analytic subgroups of A. So A=A1 x ■ ■ ■

xAr with A" centerless simple. Now G=G1x ■ ■ ■ xGr, K=Kxx ■ ■ ■ x KT and

M=M1x ■ ■ ■ xMr where

G" = Gr\A",       Ka = Kn G",       Ma = G7A:a.
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If a^ß then Aa acts trivially on Mß. For every aeAa centralizes the transitive

transformation group Gß of M", hence induces some transformation à of Mß that

is trivial or fixed point free. As Aa is connected, ä is homotopic to 1 so its Lefschetz

number is the (nonzero) Euler characteristic of Mß; that shows a=\. Now

Mtt=Aa/Ba',Ba = Br\Aa, mthB=B1x ■■■ xBr.

According to Oniscik [5, Table 1] the only possibilities for Ga/Ka = Ma = A"/Ba,

Aa noncompact, are given in the following table.

A" Ma = G"\Ka Conditions

SL(2n, R)¡Z2 SO(2n)ISO(2nx) x ■ ■ • x SO(2np) n = 2 n, > 1

SL(2n+l,R) SO(2n+l)ISO(2n1)x • • • x SO(2np-1)x SO(2np +1) « = 2 «¡

GL(n, Q)/Z2 Sp(ri)¡Sp(ni) x • ■ • x Sp(np) x t/(l)« n=q+J.nt

SO(\,2n-\)\Z2 SO(2n-\)ISO{2nl) x • • • x SO(2np) x U(mi) x • • • x U(mq)
n-\

= 2ni + 2mj

Ee,alZ2 Sp(4)ISp(2) x Sp(2) and 5p(4)/[S/>(l)]4 none

E,6,F4 FJSpin(9), FtlSpintf), FJU(4) and F4/[5i/(2)]4 none

(G")c G"\K" where !• is the centralizer of a nontrivial toral
subgroup of G"

G" compact

centerless

simple

Note that G" is simple except in Case 1 with « = 2. There M" is the product of

two Riemann spheres, so A" is the product of two copies of 5/(2, C)/Z2, contra-

dicting the table entry for A". Thus we always have Ga simple, so each Ma is an

Mi, and the first statement of our theorem is proved with Aa = A0(Ma).

Now we may, and do, assume M irreducible. Thus A and G are simple.

4.2. Lemma. The invariant almost complex structure J is integrable if and only if

A = Gc. In that case B is a complex parabolic subgroup of A and J is induced either

from the natural complex structure on A/B or from the conjugate structure.

Proof of lemma. Let / be integrable; we check ©cc9l. For if $ e © and |*

denotes the holomorphic vector field induced on M, then J(£*) is holomorphic.

Thus ©c acts on M by C+ir¡ -> f* +J(r¡*), and this action integrates to Gc because

M is compact; that shows GC^A so @c<=9i.

Let 2t = @c As £ is its own normalizer in © because it has maximal rank,

S3 is its own normalizer in 91, so B is an Ä-algebraic subgroup of A. Thus A has an

Iwasawa decomposition GSNmthB=KSN. As9t = ©c, the group Sc is a complex

Cartan subgroup of A, so A'' is a complex unipotent subgroup. Now KCSCN is

the complex group generated by B and it has intersection K with G; thus M=

A/B-> A/KCSCN=G/K is trivial so B is a complex subgroup of A. As A/B is

compact now B is a complex parabolic subgroup.
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Decompose B=Br Bu into reductive and unipotent parts. Let Z be the identity

component of the center of Br, complex subtorus of Sc. Let D be the set of

characters x¥" I on Z that are restrictions of positive roots, so 93" = 2d 21*. Define

33"" = 2d^-^ so that 91 is the direct sum of its subspaces 93r, 93" and SB'".

© n (S3" + 93 -u) represents the real tangent space of M, and 33"+ 33"" represents

the complexified tangent space. If ± x e D, then %x is an irreducible representation

space of Br, so J acts on 91, either as \/—l or as —\/—l. Let S+ (resp. 8~)

denote the image in 91/93 of the 91^, ~xeD,on which A acts as y/— 1 (resp. — \f — 1).

Then ad (93) • £ ± c 2 ± by invariance of J under A. If v is the restriction to Z of the

highest root, then 9f/93 = 2nâo ad (93)n-(91_v mod 93), because 91 is simple, so 91/93

is the one of 2 + or 2~ into which 9i_v maps. Thus either A acts on 93 ~u as \/ - 1

and the natural complex structure of A/B induces /, or J acts on 93"u as — \/— 1

and the natural structure induces —A In either case J is integrable.

In general suppose ®C<=9L Then M=GC/B n Gc is a complex flag manifold

on which A is the largest connected group of analytic automorphisms. Thus A is

a centerless complex semisimple group, hence the complexification of its maximal

compact subgroup G.

Lemma 4.2 is proved.

4.3. Lemma. If Bc is parabolic in Ac, then J is integrable so A = GC.

Proof of lemma. J is an element of square -7 in the commuting algebra of

ad (93) on 91/93. Thus it induces an element Jc of square —7 in the commuting

algebra of ad (93c) on 9IC/93C. Now suppose Bc parabolic in Ac, so MC = AC/BC

is compact and of positive Euler characteristic with invariant almost complex

structure Jc.

If A is complex then A = GC and Lemma 4.2 says that J is integrable. Thus we

may assume A not complex so that Ac is simple. Then Lemma 4.2 says that Jc

is integrable, and in fact that either Jc or — Jc is induced by the natural complex

structure on Ac/Bc. Replace J by —J if necessary; that does not alter integrability

of A, but it replaces Jc by —Jc, allowing us to assume A07 induced by the natural

complex structure of Ac/Bc.

Decompose B = Br Bu into reductive and unipotent parts, so 93 = 93r + 93" and

91 = 93 + 93"" where 93 *" are subalgebras normalized by 93r. Let 93 "u represent the

real tangent space to M. Note that Jc acts on (93"u)c as \/—l. That contradicts

our arrangement that the action of Jc on (93"")c is induced by the action of A

on 93"11. Thus A cannot be noncomplex. Lemma 4.3 is proved.

We complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. As in the second paragraph of the proof

of Lemma 4.2, A is a real algebraic subgroup of A, so there is a semidirect product

decomposition B=BrBu into reductive and unipotent parts. If rank BT<rankA,

then any Cartan subalgebra of 91 has an element f not contained in any isotropy

subalgebra of 91 on M so it induces a nonvanishing vector field £* on M. The
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existence of a nonvanishing vector field £* says that M has Euler characteristic

zero. That contradiction proves rank l?r=rank A.

Let a be the Cartan involution of 91 with fixed point set © and let 21 = © + $

be the Cartan decomposition. We may assume a(93r) = 93r, so 93r = ß + ($ n 93r).

That gives compact real forms

9ic = © + V-liß    and    93rc = t + V~l OP <"> S3r).

Let /lc denote the centerless group with Lie algebra 91c and let i?J be the analytic

subgroup for S3J. Then rank .Shrank 5r = rank /I = rank Ac tells us that X=AC/Brc

is a compact simply connected manifold of positive Euler characteristic. If A = G

then B = Br = K, so ^C = G and ££ = .£, whence *=M.

As in the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.2 we have Iwasawa decom-

positions A = GSN and B = KSN. Choose a torus subgroup T<=K such that

/^rxSciT is a Cartan subgroup of A. Let A be the root system. Now A = D u E

u -£ disjoint, and 9t = 93r + 93u + 93-u direct, where

93' = § + 9lnf> 9U,      33« = 91 n |2 9t A       *-» = «nj2«A

Observe that o- interchanges 33" and 93~u. For W^N because N=N'-BU where

Br = KSN', and the dual space of S has an ordering such that

mc = 2 ^i»  and ¿Is > °  iff ̂ 1© < o.
0IS>°

View the invariant almost complex structure / of M as an element of square — /

in the commuting algebra of ad (93) on 91/93, hence in the commuting algebra of

ad (93r) on 93 ~u^ 91/93; then extend J to an element /' of square —/in the com-

muting algebra of ad (93r) on 93" + 93 ~* by the formula

j'(£+v) = aj(o{) +J(V)   where i e 93", v e 93 "u.

Now /' is an ^-invariant a-invariant almost complex structure on A/Br, so [6,

Proposition 7.7] it defines an y4c-invariant a-invariant almost complex structure on

Ac/B\. We have proved that X=AC/BTC has an invariant almost complex structure.

Suppose A±G. Note that [6, Theorem 4.10] eliminates lines 5 and 6 of the

Oniscik table above, so either A = Gc or A is absolutely simple and of classical

type. Suppose A^GC so Ac is simple and of classical type. Then [6, Theorem 4.10]

shows that B'c is the centralizer of a torus in Ac. Let 3c denote the center of 93£.

Then a(93rc) = 93rc implies a(Qc)=3C, so3C = 11 + (-1 )1/293 with IIc £ and 93c *B n 93r.

Now 93r has center 3 = 11+93 = £+© = §, and 93r is the centralizer of 3 in 91.

We order the root system A so that a root <f>>0 whenever ^^O and <£|s>0.

Then 93c contains the Borel subalgebra £>c + 2*>o 51* of 91c for that ordering, so

93c is a parabolic subalgebra of 91c. Then Lemma 4.3 says A = Gc. We have proved

that A ̂  G implies A = Gc.
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If Ais integrable then Lemma 4.2 says A = GC. If Ais not integrable then Lemma

4.2 says A + Gc, so we cannot have Ai=G, and that forces A = G. Theorem 4.1 is

proved.   Q.E.D.

4.3. Remark. Theorem 4.1 extends the scope of [8, Theorem 17.4(3)], but that

result remains incomplete because, as remarked at the end of [8, §17], it is not

known whether

A0(Ee/ad SU(3)) is E6 rather than E<¿

or whether

^0(5O(«2- l)/ad SU(n)) is SO(n2-1) rather than

50(«2-l,C),       SL(n2-l,R),   or   50(1, n2-l).
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